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The Extron Annotator

An Annotation Processor That’s User and
Integration Friendly

T

he new Extron Annotator is a high performance, hardware-based annotation
processor that gives a presenter powerful communication tools to draw,

point, add text, and highlight portions of electronic presentation materials in
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real-time. These tools allow the presenter to add emphasis, enhance clarity,
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and draw attention to important areas of a graphic image or video content. The
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Extron Annotator features a user-friendly graphical user interface that makes
it easy to access and create annotations. At the same time, it incorporates
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high performance switching and scaling to make it easy for you to integrate
annotation into your A/V system designs.
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The Extron Annotator is a hardware-based graphics and video processor designed
to deliver the performance and operational reliability demanded in mission-critical
applications. This sets it apart from PC-based annotation solutions which may be subject
to unexpected software or hardware crashes during critical presentations. The Annotator
offers an additional advantage in that live video sources can be marked up directly without
having to capture them first on the PC.
continued on page 2
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Integrated Switcher and Scaler for
Streamlined Integration
A typical presentation environment includes
various input sources and presentation
displays. Traditional or PC-based annotation
processors are usually not equipped with
switching and scaling to integrate all three
devices. Therefore, system designs requiring
annotation need additional outboard A/V
equipment to complete the system, which
increases complexity and overall cost.
Scaler
As illustrated in the diagram on page 2,
a traditional annotation system design
Scaler
needs to provide scaling to ensure
that all
Matrix
Switcher
input sources output the same rate to the
Scaler

annotation processor. To manage multiple
sources and displays, the system may also
require a matrix switcher. Furthermore, to
support archiving needs, the system design
should include a scan converter plus a video
printer, or a PC equipped with a VGA frame
grabber.
The Extron Annotator utilizes advanced
Extron switching and scaling technology
to deliver the same capabilities and
Display
performance of other popular Extron
products
Videoincluding scalers, video processors,
and Printer
presentation switchers. It can
dramatically simplify many system designs

by providing essential system integration
functions while reducing equipment
requirements. As the diagram illustrates, the
Annotator can serve as the A/V centerpiece
in many presentation systems.
The Annotator features a multi-format
presentation switcher that accepts up to
seven input sources including composite
video or S-video, component video, HDTV,
high resolution computer-video, DVI, and as
an option, SDI or HD-SDI. The Annotator
offers seamless switching between RGB and
video inputs with selectable cut or fade to
black transitions.
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In smaller annotation A/V systems, a matrix switcher would not be
necessary since the Extron Annotator offers integrated seven-input
source switching.
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The Annotator includes a high performance
30-bit scaling engine with the ability to scale
standard definition video, high definition,
and computer-video signals up or down in
resolution. To support multiple presentation
displays, three standard outputs are
provided, including RGB, VGA, and Extron
MTP - Mini Twisted Pair. The output can
be set for RGB or component video at
any of 72 available rates up to 2048x1080
and 1920x1200, and HDTV 1080p. The
Annotator also includes a configurable fourth
output for use with optional DVI, HD-SDI,
or scan converter output boards. With input
and output capability for DVI and HD-SDI,
the Annotator is ready for connection to
sources and displays with digital video inputs
and outputs, and can easily be integrated
into digital video environments.
For archiving, the Annotator does not require
specialized equipment. It features an image
capture function that takes a snapshot of
the current on-screen image. This snapshot
is then automatically saved as a BMP file in
the unit, or streamed over the network to a
PC installed with the Quick Capture software
application. The software can be set so that
each time the PC receives a capture, a BMP
file is automatically saved and is printed on a
standard network printer.

A User Friendly Interface Makes it Easy
to Create Annotations
The Annotator is designed so that a
presenter can create real-time annotations
with minimal effort, and without requiring
technical expertise or familiarity with
annotation systems. An intuitive graphical
user interface provides a palette of clear,
easy-to-follow icons, each depicting a
specific tool to mark up a presentation
by drawing freehand or lines, adding
rectangular or elliptical shapes, typing
in text, and highlighting any area of the
presentation. Selecting each of these icons
is very similar to working on a PC—the
presenter simply clicks on a mouse or a
taps on a touch screen.

Intuitive On-Screen Display

The Annotator’s intuitive pop-up graphical user interface features icons that enable the user to perform powerful
marking and system control functions. Some of these are shown below.

Inputs

Pointer

Select video source
for display

Direct attention without
marking on the screen

Auto Image

Freehand

Set input signal
parameters automatically

Draw freely on screen

Line

Arrow

Rectangle

Ellipse

Draw a line between
two points

Draw an arrow
between two points

Draw a rectangle by
pointing to two corners

Draw an ellipse by
pointing to two corners

Text

Highlighter

Size

Erase

Use a keyboard to place
text on screen

Freehand translucent
marking

Select line thickness
and text size

Rub out onscreen
annotations

Color

Fill

Undo

Redo

Select color of next
annotation

Draw filled rectangles
and ellipses

Remove the last
annotation

Recreate the undone
annotation

Clear

Pan

Capture

Freeze

Save screen to memory
or network

Halt/release on-screen
video

Remove all onscreen
annotations

Move displayed area of
zoomed image

Mute

Whiteboard

Spotlight

Zoom

Display a black screen

Use screen as
whiteboard

Gray out all outside a
defined ellipse

Enlarge a defined area

continued on page 4
www.extron.com
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Works with Popular Touch Screens?
The Extron Annotator offers plug-and-play compatibility with popular touch screen models from
Elo TouchSystems, Wacom, and 3M. Two USB ports are available with support for up to 32 peripherals
simultaneously through up to three USB hubs. In addition, two PS/2 ports are provided for a standard
keyboard and mouse. The Annotator therefore does not require a proprietary touch panel or PC for
operation. This saves considerable cost, especially in applications where multiple, simultaneous
annotation devices are needed.
Extron is continually adding support for touch screen models from additional manufacturers. Please visit
www.extron.com/annotator for the latest drivers available for download.

Additional tools include an enlarged arrow
cursor so the presenter can point to objects
on-screen, and a “spotlight” to isolate a
specific area and darken the rest of the
image. Other icons are provided for selecting
annotation options including sizing and
coloring for text and graphics. The presenter
also has the capability to zoom and pan
within the image, freeze a live image, and
save an image with annotation to a file or
send it over the network to a PC or a printer
for archiving. The presenter can also use the
GUI to control basic system functions such
as input source switching.

flexibility for you and facilitate professional
quality presentations. An Extron MTP
twisted pair output supports transmission of
the output signal to an Extron MTP Series
twisted pair receiver over a single CAT 5-type
cable. With the MTP output, the Annotator
can simultaneously serve presentation
displays in local and remote locations.
For quick set-up of a newly connected input
source, the Annotator features Auto-Image™,
a mainstay of Extron’s well-regarded scalers
and video processing products. With the
touch of a button on the front panel or the
touch screen, the Annotator analyzes and
automatically adjusts to the incoming signal.
Once the source has been set up, Auto Input
Memory automatically stores image settings,
and recalls them whenever the same
incoming signal is detected again.

The GUI can also be customized through
the Annotator control software. By creating a
streamlined palette of annotation tool icons,
you can further simplify operation for the
presenter.

Features That Enhance Integration
and Presentations
The Extron Annotator includes several
3 to 4
5
features and functions1 that2serve
increase
INPUTS
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The outputs of the Annotator can be
configured as Program and Preview
outputs. Each offers options for turning
on7or off the GUI and the annotation. In

CONFIG

UNDO
/CLEAR

AUTO
IMAGE

SIZE

BRIGHT
/CONT

DETAIL

CAPTURE
/RECALL

FREEZE

POSITION

COLOR
/TINT

ZOOM
/PAN

a typical application, the Preview output
would include the GUI and annotation for
the presenter, while the Program output
delivers just the annotated video to the
audience. A system operator, if present,
has the ability to control the presentation
by using the Preview output to view
annotations first, before routing to the
Program output.

A Unique Product for Annotation
and Integration
The Extron Annotator makes it easy for a
presenter to create real-time annotations
with a user friendly GUI and an input
device of choice, whether a touch screen
or a mouse and keyboard. With built-in,
high performance switching and scaling,
the Annotator stands alone in the industry
as a truly integration-centric product for
annotated presentations that simplifies
system design, enhances operational
reliability, and significantly reduces
overall cost.
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There are four
simultaneous scaled
outputs. One of
the outputs can be
optionally configured as
scan-converted video,
DVI, or HD-SDI.
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By Casey Hall, Vice President North American Sales

Extron East Offers Nearby Training Opportunities

E

xtron held its first training session back in 1989. Since that time, we have trained thousands of
industry professionals, and have grown to be recognized as the leader in A/V technology education.

Our S3 Technical Institute training facility at our corporate headquarters in California was completed in
2000, and was developed to help A/V professionals keep up with the accelerated pace of technological
growth and change within our industry. Now, we are pleased to announce that Extron's East Coast
office in Raleigh, North Carolina offers the same specialized training programs as in our headquarters
and our other S3 Technical Institutes around the globe.
Extron East’s new training facility provides
a convenient location for our East Coast
and Mid-Atlantic customers to learn about
the latest A/V technologies, products,
and application designs. As in all of our
worldwide training facilities, the Extron
East training staff consists of highlyaccredited A/V professionals who provide
comprehensive lessons and hands-on
training exercises.
Extron East offers the following Extron
Institute classes:
• School of AV Technologies for System
Designers
• School of AV Technologies for Higher
Education
• School of Global Configurator
• School of Global Configurator for Higher
Education

All training classes blend lectures, discussions, and guided hands-on lessons with state-of-the-art A/V
equipment to create a rich and engaging learning experience.

Additional Extron Education and Certification Programs
Extron also offers a structured certification program which consists of online and
instructor-led components. Extron Certifications are internationally-recognized
credentials earned through the completion of specialized training and testing on
the latest A/V technologies. Extron Certifications include A/V Associate, and Global
Configurator Specialist.
We also offer a host of convenient online and distance learning programs for the
A/V professional on-the-go as well as Extron School On-The-Road which brings A/V
training directly to you. Altogether, we believe in the value of educating our customers
by instilling a solid foundation of A/V fundamentals and the confidence to grasp new
developments and trends in the industry.
For complete information on all of our training programs and Extron Certifications,
as well as a class schedule showing the next training offering near you, please visit
www.extron.com/training, or contact your Extron representative.
www.extron.com
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By Jeff Gibson, Vice President International Sales

Extron at Integrated Systems Europe 2009

I

ntegrated Systems Europe 2009, Europe’s largest show for professional A/V and electronic systems
integration, attracted a record 24,912 attendees to the Amsterdam RAI Centre in the Netherlands over

the course of three days in February. Visitors to the Extron booth were able to see our latest products on
display and participate in free training courses in a wide range of technology training seminars. In addition,
guests invited to the Extron party were treated to a memorable evening of food and entertainment.
Overall, the success of the show demonstrates the resilience of our industry and gives us many reasons
to look forward to the future.

Annotator

One of the new Extron products introduced
at this show was our new Annotator, a high
performance, hardware-based annotation
processor with built-in scaling and seven
input switcher. The Annotator offers live
annotation capabilities, enabling a presenter
to easily draw, point, or add text to electronic
presentation materials, plus high performance
scaling and switching on any type of display.

New DVI & HDMI Products

Technology Training Seminars

We also had our new DVI and HDMI matrix
switcher boards for the SMX System
MultiMatrix on display. Other DVI and HDMI
products exhibited included a wide range
of switchers, distribution amplifiers, and
extenders that provide integrator-friendly,
cost-effective solutions for digital signal
system integration.

In addition to learning about new and
exciting Extron products, attendees
could also participate in training sessions
offered by Extron instructors. Course
titles included Managing A/V Resources,
Simplifying A/V Systems Using Twisted
Pair Technology, and Incorporating Fiber
Optics in an A/V System.

An Evening of Celebration

SMX 4U

The Extron party was held at the Beurs
van Berlage building, located in the heart
of downtown Amsterdam. To keep the
crowd entertained, a band called Shaky
Ground and the popular Dutch DJ Edwin
Evers and his band performed for the
invitation-only audience.

New EU and MK Format Products

MPX Plus 866A

ProDSP Matrix Switcher
Another popular new product was the
MPX Plus 866 A Media Presentation
Matrix Switcher, a unique A/V multi-switcher
with integrated ProDSP, a powerful digital
audio processing platform. Four matrix
switchers in one, the MPX Plus 866 A is an
ideal one-box solution for complete audio
and video integration that simplifies system
requirements, expedites installation, and
saves money.

We are continuing to expand our wide range
of architectural mounting options for the
European market in order to give installers
additional flexibility. Several of our newly
introduced MediaLink® Controller models
were on display, including those specifically
designed to fit EU and MK wall boxes, and
other select models that feature an elegant
brushed aluminum finish.

MLC 52 RS VC MK MediaLink Controller
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See You Next Year
Looking ahead to next year’s event,
ISE 2010 will take place on 2–4 February
2010, at the same venue. Once again, we
look forward to participating again next
year at ISE.

UnIQUe

TeChnIQUeS

Clayton State University: MediaLink's Ease of Use and High
Reliability Reduce Support Calls

F

or years, Bennett Liles, Audio Visual Technician for Clayton State University in Morrow, GA, was inundated with calls
for help with classroom A/V systems. According to Liles, most of the calls were a result of user errors. For example,

instructors had to make sure they had the projectors switched to the right input using the infrared remote, and then they
had to select their source on a hardware switcher.
“Even though I laminated half a page of
instructions to each podium top, there were
always calls involving the projector on the
wrong input or the wrong source selected
on the hardware,” Liles says.
Those problems are memories now,
because in August 2006, Atlanta
Soundworks, the university’s integrator,
installed five Extron MLC 226 IP Enhanced
MediaLink® Controllers with IP Link. The
university was impressed with the reliability
of MediaLink for controlling classroom
A/V equipment, and support calls to Liles
from Extron-equipped classrooms became
almost nonexistent. Soon after that initial
installation, Liles replaced troublesome
equipment with ten MLC 104 IP Plus
MediaLink Controllers in other classrooms.
Today, the university uses MediaLink
controllers and switchers in one-third of
its classrooms. Some of these classrooms
use MLC 226 IP controllers, while others
use both MLS 100A MediaLink switchers
and MLC 104 IP Plus controllers. “With
Extron equipment, control and switching
just can’t get any simpler,” Liles says. “Even
my most technologically challenged faculty
have no problems using it. And since the
system is networked, I’ve saved inches of
shoe leather because I’m not walking from
classroom to classroom responding to calls
for help.”
Liles uses Free GlobalViewer®, a free,
configurable Web-based A/V resource
application, to remotely monitor and
manage campus A/V resources at
Clayton State’s main location and another

www.extron.com

site 27 miles away in Peachtree City.
“GlobalViewer and networked Extron
equipment allow me to remotely monitor
classrooms and make the most efficient
use of our limited support resources. And
as the sole A/V tech for the entire campus,
the Extron systems save me a huge
amount of time.”

The Installation Process
Liles has the MediaLink installation
process down to a science. Cables are
prepared, panels are configured, and
IP addresses are assigned ahead of
time, so classrooms remain available for
instruction for as long as possible during
the installation. Liles is so impressed with
Extron that he expects to replace all old
systems with Extron equipment by 2010.

Support Calls Nearly Eliminated
Liles is thrilled with the reliability of Extron
equipment, which has resulted in fewer
calls for support. “I have been installing
MLS 100A MediaLink Switchers and
the MLC 104 IP Plus AAP MediaLink
Controllers with Architectural Adapter
Plates in classrooms for two semesters
now,” Liles says. “Each time I get one
of these into a classroom, the trouble
calls drop to near zero. In the past six
months, I’ve had only two support calls in
classrooms with Extron equipment, and
those calls were for projector lamp-related
issues.”
Dave Gill, Sales Engineer at Atlanta
Soundworks, adds that Extron products
are the preferred solution because of
their “ease of operation for untrained

MediaLink Controllers provide intuitive classroom
A/V control.

professors.” They provide easy control of
screens, projectors, lights, and volume, he
says. “Using the systems is so intuitive that
professors no longer need assistance.”

Shipping and Support
In addition to the high marks given for
ease-of-use and equipment reliability, Liles
praises Extron’s speedy shipping and
quick responses from its toll-free technical
support team. “I have never had any
problems obtaining products, and there
has never been a backorder,” he says.
“Extron wins by a mile in toll-free technical
support and shipping time.”
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WindoWall™ Makes a Bold Statement at Mikuni Restaurant
“You never get a second chance to make a first impression” – W. Triesthof
When customers walk into Mikuni Japanese Restaurant & Sushi Bar in Denver, their first view is of four 65” LCD displays
arranged side-by-side to create an impressive videowall driven by the Extron WindoWall™ System and a MAV Plus 1616 HD
matrix switcher. It is a lasting first impression. “The displays are right behind the stainless steel sushi bar, and recessed
into a wall of glass tiles,” says Michael Yee, CTO of Mikuni Restaurant Group. “It’s really quite a spectacle, especially in
the evening.”
restaurant’s displays. “We wanted to do
as much as possible with our display real
estate,” Yee says.
With the help of Paradyme Sound & Vision,
an A/V installer and system integrator
based in Sacramento, CA, Yee decided
on the WindoWall System, a multi-display
videowall system that enables the creation
of presentations with multiple, independent
windows for displaying graphics, HDTV,
and video. WindoWall is compatible with
virtually any display device and outputs
high quality video at resolutions up to
1600x1200 and HDTV 1080p/60. Since
a discrete real-time hardware based
processor is dedicated to each display unit
in the videowall, WindoWall is fully scalable,
supporting a wide variety of display
layouts, from 1x2 up to 3x2 and larger.

The new Mikuni Japanese Restaurant & Sushi Bar in Denver meshes a modern exterior and interior with
a technologically advanced A/V system.

“We have a DVD player and five
high-definition satellite receivers, and
depending on the global presets we have
programmed on the switcher, we can
display video from any of those sources
in any configuration. I can use up to 16
separate images scaled anywhere on
the displays, so that gives me quite a
bit of flexibility to show different sports
games and commercials, along with any
background image or wallpaper behind
the video.”

Design Goals
The restaurant needed a system that
would facilitate the display of video from
many different sources in a videowall
format. And because Mikuni creates
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its own commercials and also allows
customers to buy commercial spots for
presentation on the displays throughout
the day, Yee wanted to maximize the

Keeping It Simple
Simplicity was a contributing factor in
the decision to use WindoWall. While
Yee wanted a technologically advanced

UnIQUe

For customers entering Mikuni Restaurant, the first view is of four 65" LCD displays creating a massive
videowall driven by the WindoWall System and a MAV Plus 1616 HD matrix switcher.

A/V system that would help create a
memorable impression, he also wanted
to keep the equipment simple. “We were
looking for a product that would integrate
well with the automation control system,
and we didn’t want to use too many
vendors. We were already using Extron
switchers to route HDTV/component
video, and we didn’t want one company
providing videowall processing and another
doing the switching,” Yee says.

WindoWall Product Commissioning
Service Seals the Deal

WindoWall Console Software is the userfriendly application designed for fast,
easy setup of the WindoWall System.
WindoWall Console simplifies the setup
process with a series of intuitive Wizards
that take the user step-by-step through
the process of configuring a videowall. In
addition, WindoWall Console automatically
handles communication between the
WindoWall processors and Extron matrix
switchers, while allowing the user to
easily customize the window layout, size,
and position on screen. Window caption
labels, background color, and borders can
be added as well, making it the perfect
solution for Mikuni. “What’s nice about
using the WindoWall System is that it talks
to Extron’s switchers. It was really easy
to integrate everything, and there was no
third-party code to write.”

The WindoWall Product Commissioning
Service, a cost-effective set up and

www.extron.com

Yee says the WindoWall Product
Commissioning Service was a major
factor in the decision to install the
WindoWall System. “I had never used the
WindoWall System before, but this service
meant that I didn’t have to go out to learn
it,” Yee says. “Extron sent an engineer out
to the project to help us commission it,
and that was fantastic.”

TeChnIQUeS

calibration service, is available to ensure
optimum performance in A/V presentation
systems utilizing the Extron WindoWall
System. The service includes an extensive
pre-installation design review as well as
one to two days on site following the
installation for system optimization and
customer training prior to the system
going into full operation. Particular
emphasis is placed on the WindoWall
Console application software, the user
interface to the system. Window layouts,
source parameters, and presets are set
according to the customer’s requirements,
and users learn how to best engage the
key functions, features, and capabilities
essential to getting the most out of the
WindoWall System.
“We’ve been using Extron equipment
for awhile, and the quality of Extron
products is rock solid. It’s always been
very reliable and easy to integrate with
third-party components. But, overall, it’s
the back-end technical support that really
determines which products we use,” Yee
says. “I’ve always been able to speak to
Extron tech support within a couple of
minutes. There’s a lot of good stuff out
there, but technical support is key.”

Other LCD displays fed by MAV Plus 1616 HD matrix switchers are placed throughout the restaurant,
including in the lounge, bars, and private dining rooms.
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By Steve Somers, Vice President of Engineering

HDMI: The Short and the Long of It

H

DMI, or High Definition Multimedia Interface, is a digital A/V interface that supports high
resolution computer-video and HDTV as well as multiple channels of audio on a single cable.

It is prevalent in flat-panel displays and projectors as well as DVD players, Blu-ray Disc players, and
even some laptops and PC graphics cards. HDMI enables a fully digital A/V pathway, avoiding the
need for D/A and A/D signal conversion to deliver pristine, high quality computer graphics and HDTV
with pixel perfect accuracy.
HDMI Capabilities and Advantages
HDMI encompasses the original DVI
electrical interface topology known
within the electronics industry as TMDS,
or Transition Minimized Differential
Signaling. Consider HDMI as a
superset which includes DVI
along with multi-channel digital
audio support in various
formats, copyright protection,
and consumer control—all
packaged into a connector
about half the physical size of
the original DVI connector.

Though designed for consumer
applications, HDMI is quickly finding
its way into pro A/V alongside its
predecessor, DVI - Digital Visual
Interface. The thrust of this article is to
bring into focus the primary advantages,
or disadvantages depending on your
point of view, of HDMI, the digital High
Definition Multimedia Interface.
HDMI 1.3 Basic Performance Parameters

✓ Performance:

– DVI compatible
– 25 – 340 MHz
– Upward of 10.2 Gbps data speed
– Color depth: 24-bit, plus 30, 36,
and 48-bit Deep Color
– Color space: ITU-R BT709-5, xvYCC

plug and play connection
✓ Simple,
✓ Only one cable required
✓ Integrated video, audio, and
content protection
✓ High level consumer control
✓ Auto lip sync
Table 1
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The HDMI consortium, www.hdmi.org,
formed in 2002 and released the initial
specification that same year. In 2004,
version 1.1 of the specification released,
followed by version 1.2 in 2005, and
version 1.3 in 2006 with significant
performance enhancements. Refer
to Table 1 for HDMI 1.3 performance
parameters.
The notion is that HDMI offers the
consumer electronics industry a single
interconnect solution which compacts
all needed electrical interfaces into one
small package consumers consider easy
to use. HDMI mainly utilizes a 19-pin
plug known as Type A, and offers a
19-pin mini-plug called Type C found on
camcorders and other portable devices.
A 29-pin plug, known as Type B and
compatible with dual link DVI, is no longer
part of the HDMI specification as of
version 1.3.

HDMI supports both computer graphics
and HDTV formats. Sufficient data
bandwidth is available for HDTV up to
1080p, 60 Hz. HDMI versions up to 1.2
support computer graphics rates to
at least 1920x1200/60 Hz. The latest
specification for HDMI, version 1.3,
significantly increases video capabilities
for future applications beyond HDTV,
with support for resolutions to WQXGA
(2560x1600) at 60 or 75 Hz.
HDMI versions up to 1.2 as well as DVI
offer 24-bit color depth. HDMI 1.3 adds
Deep Color, which allows for significant
increases in color depth, including 30,
36, and 48 bits. Deep Color expands
the number of available colors, from
millions to billions and even trillions. In
order to fully support Deep Color as
well as computer graphics resolutions
up to WQXGA, HDMI 1.3 will require
data speeds of 10.2 Gbps, a twofold
increase over the 4.95 Gbps data speed
supported by HDMI 1.2 and earlier.
HDMI 1.3 also adds support for a
significantly increased color gamut,
known as xvYCC or Extended-gamut

Figure 1: Relative size comparison between the
Type A and Type C HDMI connectors. Type C is
about 33% smaller.
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YCC, or x.v.Color. Chapter 4.3 of the
IEC standard describes xvYCC as an
extension of ITU-R BT709-5 for sRGB
and HDTV, but extends the gamut of
that standard much wider. The concept
is illustrated in Figure 2 where the outer
boundary of the color space "wedge"
represents the limits of human visual
capacity and the triangles represent
the available colors within a region
defined by primary red, green, and blue
tristimulus values for a given color space.
The larger the triangle, the more vivid are
the perceived colors.
For audio, HDMI supports up to eight
channels of uncompressed audio at
up to 24-bit/192 kHz, as well as the
SUPPORTED VIDEO FORMATS
DTV Formats
• SDTV – NTSC & PAL, EDTV & HDTV
• Interlaced 480i to 1080i
• Progressive 480p to 1080p at 60 Hz
Computer Formats
• VGA, UXGA, up to WQXGA (2560x 1600)
• Wide PC formats
• Any VESA or vendor-defined format

SUPPORTED AUDIO FORMATS
High Resolution Audio Formats
• Dolby TrueHD
• DTS-HD Master Audio
• DVD-Audio
• Super Audio CD
Compressed Audio Formats
• Dolby Digital
• DTS Digital Surround
Uncompressed Audio Formats
• Up to: 8 channels, 192 KHz, 24 bits
• CD-quality audio at base level
• 2-channel, 16-bit at 32, 44.1, or 48 KHz

Green
xvYCC Color Space

HDTV Color Space

Red

Blue

Figure 2: Conceptual presentation of the
expanded xvYCC color space compared to the
HDTV and sRGB color space (not to scale).

Dolby® Digital and DTS® compressed
audio formats commonly used for DVDs,
television broadcasts, and gaming. HDMI
1.3 adds the Dolby and DTS enhanced,
lossless compression formats as part of
Blu-ray Disc.
Implementation of Deep Color, xvYCC,
and other enhancements is optional
for HDMI 1.3-equipped products.
Although xvYCC and/or Deep Color are
promoted with many new LCD displays
and projectors, they have yet to be
widely implemented since they’re not
yet available with Blu-ray Disc and other
source material. Refer to Table 2 for a
complete listing of the video and audio
support for HDMI up to version 1.3.

Promises in the Distance
Have you heard that HDMI promises
longer cable length than DVI? Curiously,

SPeAKInG...

both the DVI specification and the HDMI
specification contain the same electrical
performance requirements between
the source and the sink, or receiver.
So, how is it that HDMI connectivity is
promoted to work at greater distances
than basic DVI? The answer is that the
industry has learned how to make better
cables for this type interface technology.
Better cable manufacturing methods
for precision shielded twisted pair cable
coupled with consumer electronics
volumes have made longer, low-cost
HDMI cables a reality. In addition,
technology has evolved with transmitter
and receiver chipsets to ensure HDMI
signal integrity over very long lengths
of cable.
HDMI physical connections require
precision shielded twisted pair cable.
A cable is comprised of four shielded
twisted pairs – one for the source clock
signal and three for digital data – along
with five individual wires for power, subcommunication functions, plus a ground
reference for those functions. HDMI still
requires the same encoding and data
management protocol as DVI.
Run distance becomes critical due to
particular timing tolerances that must
be maintained within the DVI/HDMI
specifications. Aside from the transmitter
and receiver requirements where
consistency should be straightforward,
the cable becomes the largest variable
continued on page 12

Table 2

Extron HDMI Solutions

SMX 44 HDMI Board

SMX 84 HDMI Board

SMX 48 HDMI Board

SMX 88 HDMI Board

SMX 300 System MultiMatrix with
SMX HDMI Matrix Boards

www.extron.com
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HDMI: The Short and the Long of it
affecting performance in the transmission
system. Twisted pair cables, which DVI/
HDMI uses, are subject to two types of
skew which, when excessive, create timing
errors and cause data dropouts. These
parameters are: intra-pair skew, with time
differential between the two wires making
up the pair itself, and inter-pair skew, with
time differential between separate twisted
pair lines within the cable assembly.
The proper “shape” of the three TMDS
signals – also known as the “eye” pattern,
as well as their timing to the clock signal,
is critical in ensuring proper HDMI or DVI
image display. Refer to Figure 3. As shown
in Figure 4, excessive skew, as well as
attenuation due to long cable lengths,
distorts the eye patterns and affects the
ability of the receiving device to properly
detect the signals, resulting in “sparkles”
on-screen, or a complete loss of the image.

— continued

The HDMI specification only provides
us with the electrical performance
requirements for a functional interface. It
does NOT specify cable design or cable
length maximums. Manufacturers have
but their own ingenuity using available
raw cable materials and active electronics
to solve the distance issues. However,
version 1.3 does establish two classes
of cable assemblies called Category
1 and Category 2. These "category"
designations have nothing to do with the
same nomenclature used for network
cabling. Version 1.3 outlines detailed
electrical design and testing requirements
for both categories with Category 1, or
Standard, cables supporting HDMI clock
frequencies to 74.25 MHz and data
speeds to 2.23 Gbps, and Category 2, or
High Speed, cables supporting the entire
specification through 340 MHz and
10.2 Gbps data speed.

Figure 3: TMDS signals for the red, green, and blue channels,
also known as the "eye" patterns. In this case, the eye pattern is
“open” and clears the limit mask, shown in gray. This allows for
reliable image display.

So, what does this mean to us? HDTV
rates through 1080i and 1080p at 30 Hz,
operating at 24-bit color depth are
serviced by the 74.25 MHz clock rate.
This means that the supposedly cheaper,
existing Category 1 cable will suffice. The
higher performance Category 2 cable
is therefore required to realize higher
resolutions and any of the Deep Color
rates. The 10.2 Gbps speed requirement
makes it challenging for manufacturers
to offer Category 2 cables at lengths
comparable to Category 1.
Attenuation limit charts and eye diagram
masks provide the tools to guide the cable
designer between the two categories. It
is obvious that, since cable length cannot
be tied to the specification, we are highly
dependent on the cable manufacturer
to accurately design, test, and label the
cable assemblies appropriately for the

Figure 4: The eye pattern is distorted due to skew and attenuation losses from long cable lengths. It encroaches on the limit
mask which potentially leads to erratic or no image display.

Extron HDMI Solutions

HDMI 101
HDMI Cable Equalizer
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HDMI 201
HDMI Twisted Pair Extender

HDMI 201 A D
HDMI Twisted Pair Extender with
Audio - Decora® Wallplate
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given length sold. While a short length of
a particular cable type may perform to
Category 2, it does not mean that a longer
version of the same cable type will perform
to Category 2. As cable length increases,
we all know that attenuation effects
limit performance rapidly. For critical
applications, A/V designers should pretest cables regardless of category labeling.

Arrest Fear, Not Pirates

party set up to provide trusted keys to
HDMI-licensed product manufacturers.
Each time an HDMI device is connected
in a system, a three-part authentication
routine automatically occurs. First,
shared values, or codes, between
devices are exchanged; second, the
KSV of each receiver is reported to the
source; third, frame-by-frame ciphers
are sent to the receivers that enable
data decoding.

HDCP is an acronym for High-Bandwidth
Digital Content Protection, which is
another subsystem of HDMI. Released
in 2000 and mapped directly into the
DVI standard, HDCP provides data
security for the interface and is aimed
to arrest the piracy concerns of digital
content providers. HDCP protocol
is implemented partly via a two-way
communication link within the I2C control
interface used by the DDC - Data Display
Channel and the high speed TMDS
connections used to deliver image
information. The DDC is a physical link
in DVI and HDMI where the source
graphics system communicates with the
display device to determine its resolution
capabilities.

HDCP supports interconnection of
devices via a hierarchy of sources, sinks,
or receivers, and repeaters. All devices
in an HDCP system communicate
through a protocol designed to allow
digital content to travel only to those
devices which the source determines
have the authorization to receive such
content. The hierarchy supports seven
levels of repeaters and up to a total of
128 devices. Repeaters are devices
authorized to receive and re-transmit
HDCP content. They must first be
authenticated by the source, and then
decrypt and re-encrypt HDCP content
before sending it along to a sink or
another repeater.

HDCP rivals the complexity of TCP/
IP TLS, or Transport Layer Security,
used for Internet security. An authorized
HDMI device may contain up to forty
56-bit secret key values along with a
special identifier called the key selection
vector, or KSV for short. These values, or
codes, are provided by Digital Content
Protection LLC, the designated third

Significant changes are forthcoming
with a new revision to HDCP. All of
the aforementioned refers to HDCP
versions 1.0 to 1.3, or simply 1.x. The
latest version, HDCP 2.0, was released
October 2008 to significantly bolster
content protection and address wellknown hacks into the current content
security system. Instead of 56-bit key

SPeAKInG...

values, HDCP 2.0 calls for a more
secure RSA system for authentication
using 1024 and 3072-bit keys. Content
encryption will be upgraded to the AES
algorithm using 128-bit keys.
HDCP 2.0 is not only applicable to
HDMI and DVI. It can be applied to any
two-way digital communications scheme
where content protection is needed,
including DisplayPort, wireless, and IP. In
addition to strengthening authentication
and encryption requirements, HDCP 2.0
significantly reduces the total allowable
number of interconnected devices,
from 128 to just 32. Also, up to four
levels of repeaters may be used, down
from seven in HDCP 1.x. This will be
important to take into account when
designing future digital A/V systems with
HDCP compliance.
HDCP 2.0 protocols will not be
backward compatible with HDCP 1.x.
To address this, converters will be made
available to interface HDCP 1.x with
newer HDCP 2.0 devices. Because
these converters act as repeaters, they
will be another important system
design consideration, since only
four repeaters will be permitted in an
interconnected system.

CEC: Control Yourself
HDMI offers a whole new frontier
of optional control capability for the
consumer, as well as us A/V systems
types. The embedded Consumer
continued on page 14

Extron HDMI Solutions

SW HDMI
Two and Four Input HDMI Switchers

www.extron.com

RGB-HDMI 300
RGB to HDMI Scaler

HDMI M-M and HDMI M-M Pro
High Performance HDMI Cables
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HDMI: The Short and the Long of it
Electronics Control, or CEC, system
provides various functions that
orchestrate plug-and-play control among
consumer products. The CEC function is
handled via a separate wire connection
within HDMI and contains its own
protocol and quality of service, or QoS.
For example, in an installation where
all devices use HDMI, its daisy-chain
connection methodology may connect
a DVD player through an A/V tuner/
receiver to a television and, thereby,
provide the consumer the ability to
seamlessly turn on all downstream
devices from the DVD player, signal them
to switch to the appropriate input, and
launch the movie by simply pressing the
PLAY function on the DVD player.
Although it offers considerable flexibility
and convenience for controlling
multiple A/V devices, CEC has only
been widely implemented in consumer
electronics products since HDMI 1.3.
Additionally, incompatibility issues
have been reported with implementing
CEC between products from different
manufacturers.

Can You Say: Interoperability?
In order to promote consumer confidence
and device compatibility, HDMI adopters
are bound by the compliance agreement
which requires successfully passing
specified interoperability testing before a
product may bear the HDMI logo.
The Authorized Testing Center - ATC,
an independent organization, performs
the initial product compliance tests
for products within the designed
product categories. Within the HDMI
specification, a product falls into one
of the following base categories: sink,
source, repeater, or cable. Once tested
by the ATC, all succeeding products of
the same category may then be tested
and self-certified by the manufacturer of
the product.

14
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— continued

Compliance to interoperability within the
HDMI specification is mandated. However,
full testing and validation for HDMI and
HDCP compliance was not available until
the release of HDMI 1.2. As a result, you
may face compatibility issues with products
having HDMI interfaces from generations
prior to HDMI 1.2, as well as legacy displays
with DVI ports. The issue of inoperability
between some HDMI-equipped products
across various manufacturers has been
well-known in the electronics industry.

HDMI signals can also be sent over
inexpensive CAT 5-type network cable,
with runs possible up to about 200 feet
(60 meters). This requires a specialized
transmitter and receiver set, such as
the Extron HDMI 201 or HDMI 201 A D
Twisted Pair Extenders.

This incompatibility most often has
been result of problems obtaining the
necessary “handshake” between devices
so that HDCP can be established. HDCP
compliance testing has been optional as
of HDMI 1.2, but is mandatory starting
from HDMI 1.3. Therefore, HDMI product
interoperability should substantially improve
for new and future generation products.

These current solutions mostly support
HDMI 1.2 with a maximum pixel clock rate
of 165 MHz and 4.95 Gbps data speed.
Technologies for extending HDMI and DVI
signals over standard cables as well as
CAT 5-type cable continue to evolve, and
will need to evolve to eventually support
HDMI 1.3 with clock rates up to 340
MHz and speeds to 10.2 Gbps. CAT 7,
or Class F transmission has the potential
to extend HDMI 1.2 signals to 330 feet
(100 meters) and deliver the performance
capability that will be needed for full
implementation of HDMI 1.3.

Extending HDMI Signals

HDMI is Here to Stay

One of the major challenges for
integrators working with HDMI, as has
been the case for DVI, is to overcome
distance limitations with cables. HDMI
Licensing, LLC provides a rough
guideline of 10 to 15 meters as the
maximum length for Category 1 cables.
For connections throughout a facility
or residence, or even in a large home
theater, 15 meters will not suffice.

HDMI has become nearly ubiquitous in
consumer and pro A/V displays as well as
DVD and Blu-ray Disc players. Consumers
have increasingly become aware of HDMI
and are asking for it in stores and from
residential installers. In our industry, we’re
seeing more and more products with DVI or
HDMI ports. The prospect of an all-digital
video infrastructure offers great promise in
terms of delivering high quality, pristine video
and graphics at high resolutions with pixelperfect integrity. Furthermore, an HDMIbased A/V infrastructure will be essential
for presentation of copy-protected content
such as Blu-ray Disc and HDTV broadcasts.

However, sending HDMI signals long
distances is certainly possible. As
previously mentioned, advances in
cable design have enabled longer runs
of cable, to 150 to 200 feet (45 to 60
meters). Some designs use fiber optic
cable with the transmitter and receiver
built into the connectors. HDMI cable can
also be used in conjunction with a cable
equalizer, such as the Extron HDMI 101,
to extend HDMI signals out to 200 feet
(60 meters). This device features active
equalization circuits that ensure the
integrity of HDMI signals traveling through
very long lengths of cables.

However, HDMI also has several important
design considerations and potential
challenges for you as an A/V systems
designer. This article offers just an
introduction to some of these, including
HDCP, interoperability, and signal extension.
Another important challenge is distributing
HDMI signals and managing DDC
communications. We’ll certainly explore all of
these further in future issues of ExtroNews.
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ProDUCTS

ISM MTP UT 4DA
Universal MTP Twisted Pair Transmitter with 4-Output Distribution Amplifier
The ISM MTP UT 4DA output card adds MTP Twisted Pair series transmission capability to the
ISM 824. It accepts any video input signal type from the ISM 824 and outputs it as four identical
twisted pair signals for connection to MTP Series twisted pair receivers, including MTP U R
universal receivers. The ISM MTP UT 4DA features local RS-232 insertion ports,
which eliminates the need for additional control system infrastructure to support remote
displays, while overcoming the 100-foot (30m) distance limitation for RS-232 signals. The
integrated, four-output MTP distribution amplifier simplifies system design and eliminates the
cost of an outboard DA in applications where multiple remote displays must receive the same
input signal simultaneously, such as in digital signage, houses of worship, and city or county
government chambers.
Model
ISM MTP UT 4DA

Version Description
Twisted Pair Output Board for ISM 824

ISM 824

Part Number
70-819-01

DVI 201xi Tx
DVI Twisted Pair Transmitter
The Extron DVI 201xi Tx is a twisted pair transmitter that enables DVI or HDMI signals to be
carried over distances significantly greater than with standard DVI cables. Linked together
using two economical and integration friendly CAT 5, CAT 5e, CAT 6, or CAT 7 cables, the
DVI 201xi Tx transmitter and a DVI 201 or DVI 201 A D Twisted Pair Receiver work together
to send single link DVI-D or HDMI signals over 200 feet (60 meters) for HDTV and XGA
(1024x768). The DVI 201xi Tx includes EDID Minder, automatic input equalization, and rack
mount capability, all designed to help optimize system integration for DVI signal transmission.
Model
DVI 201xi Tx

Version Description
DVI Twisted Pair Transmitter

Part Number
60-1013-12

FOX 4G DA8
Eight Output Fiber Optic Distribution Amplifier
The Extron FOX 4G DA8 is an Eight Output Fiber Optic Distribution Amplifier for distribution
and long haul transmission of incoming fiber optic A/V and RS-232 control signals over a
single fiber. It provides eight optical outputs for distribution to FOX Series fiber optic receivers,
switchers, or matrix switchers, each via a single fiber link. Supporting rates up to 4.25 Gbps,
the FOX 4G DA8 accepts and distributes standard definition video, high resolution computervideo, DVI-D, and multi-rate SDI. It also features active optical signal splitting so that original
transmitter power levels are maintained for all outputs. Designed specifically for A/V systems,
the FOX 4G DA8 includes a host of integrator-friendly features such as RS-232 control, rackmount capability, and the ability to mute one or more outputs.
Model
FOX 4G DA8 MM
FOX 4G DA8 SM

Version Description
Multimode
Singlemode

www.extron.com

Part Number
60-927-01
60-927-02
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